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The Task: an Operational PIP 
Herein are basic instructions to do  that. 

 
If possible, learn to setup & to operate a PIP in a handy location. 

Then move the camera and lamp outside for weather monitoring. 
 

The PIP User Manual provides additional information. 
C:\PIP\Software\User_Guide\PIP_User_Manual.pdf 

PIP_User_Manual.pdf


This PIP is located at the GPM field site at NASA Wallops Flight Facility. 
Outside are (1) the high speed video-camera and (2) the halogen lamp. 

Inside there is (3) the PIP workstation, which is connected via (4) Ethernet cable to the camera. 
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Hardware Components 

(1) 

(3) 

(2) 

(4) 
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PIP-PC Desktop 

(a) the PIP Tool Box connects to routine processes. 
(b) Handy reference stuff. 
(c) Icons of running PIP apps (video recording\processing). 
(d) The first rain event monitored by a PIP shows excellent agreement 
between measured fall speeds and models.  

When a PIP-PC boots, the desktop should look like this one. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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PIP Tool Box Primer 
You select commonly used processes and products. 

Note that by default, Button #20 displays this quick guide, which is also in the User Manual (#1). 

Mouse Roll Over = Tip 
Right Click = Description 



A string provides rough alignment between the camera housing and the lamp. 
Then go to  Fine Alignment (next page). 
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String 

String 

Initial Alignment p 1/3 



Adjust things so that light from the halogen lamp is centered. 
Move the camera and\or lamp to get the NI-MAX image to look like this one, 

Then adjust the Gain (next page). 

1   
2 

3 4 
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Step 1 requires 
 the PC 

 to gather 
information 
 and takes 

  a moment to 
complete.  

Fine Alignment p 2/3 

Frames per second acquired 
Should be ~380 fps. 
If not, goto  

'"'C:/Program Files (x86)/National Instruments/MAX/NIMax.exe"'


Gain 
Adjust the Gain so the histogram looks like this one, i.e. 

Max ~220 & min ~50. Want >200 but never saturate (>255). 
Be sure to *Save*.  

p 3/3 

5. Save 6. Exit 

When you are sure that settings are saved,  you are ready to run PIP Apps.  

If you *can not* set them as needed, goto             . (Other settings sometimes change during shipment.)   

3. Attributes 

4. Adjust Raw Gain to get histogram like above. 

1. Grab 
2. Histogram 

3.1 Confirm and reset if needed. 
It is unusual for these to change. 

Frames per second acquired 
Should be ~380 fps. 
If not, goto  

'"'C:/Program Files (x86)/National Instruments/MAX/NIMax.exe"'
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Falling Drops 
This step is optional.  It is useful to demonstrate video operation. 

Setup a dripper so that water drops fall in the focal plane, 
Which can be located by a knot along the string. 

Tube Siphons 
Water 

for Dripper 
Water Drop 

Looks Distorted due to 2 to 1 resolution. 
PIP Apps account for this. 

PIP_1 App has pixel by pixel Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 
That adjusts for non-uniform brightness, 

So that grayscale thresholding is effective for image compression. 

64 x 48 mm 

007201311181938_a.avi.zip
'"'C:/Program Files (x86)/National Instruments/MAX/NIMax.exe"'
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Scheduler 

Schedule PIP to run at boot, 
Which is useful after power failures because PIP apps will run whenever power is restored. 

Run the Windows Task Scheduler program. 
Change Status of PIP_123 to Enabled (right click). 

>> exit program. Re-boot. PIP should come up running the PIP Apps. 

PIP directory. 



Rain and not-Rain 
Measured 

 Independently and 
 Simultaneously! 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) 

Time Series 
Of not-Rain 

Density 
( Cold Front ) 

  High Speed Video Images Yield 
  (a) Particle Size Distributions  
  (b) Fall Velocity Distributions 

Models Produce 
(d) Rain & not-Rain Water Flux 
(c) Density Estimates 

Checkered Flag 
i.e. recording video input and producing products. 

At ~10 minute points (maybe delayed during precip), graphs popup on screen. 
Tool Box Buttons 4-10 provide access to lots of stuff.   



Tip: Camera exposure settings (advanced).  

Confirm that your settings are as shown. 
These are needed for exposure time and frame rate! 

After adjustments, GoTo.  
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28 
14 

2 
~380 

'"'C:/Program Files (x86)/National Instruments/MAX/NIMax.exe"'
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End of PIP Express Setup Guide 


